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ABSTRACT
Artificial intelligence (AI) research plays an increasingly important role in society, impacting key aspects of human life. From
face recognition algorithms aiding national security in airports, to
software that advises judges in criminal cases, and medical staff in
healthcare, AI research is shaping critical facets of our experience
in the world. But who are the people and institutional bodies behind
this influential research? What are the predictors of influence of
AI researchers and research organizations? We study this question
using social network analysis, in an exploration of the structural
characteristics, i.e., network topology, of research organizations
that shape modern AI. In a sample of 149 organizations with 9,987
affiliated authors of published papers in a major AI conference
(NeurIPS) and two major conferences that specifically focus on societal impacts of AI (FAccT and AIES), we find that both industry and
academic research organizations with influential authors are more
interdisciplinary, have a greater fraction of women, are more hierarchical, and less clustered, even when controlling for the size of
the organizations. The influence is operationalized as betweenness
centrality in co-authorship networks, i.e., how often an author is on
the shortest path connecting any pair of authors, acting as a bridge
connecting otherwise distant (or even disconneted) members of the
network, such as their own co-authors who are not each other’s
co-author themselves. Using this operationalization, we also find
that women have less influence in the AI community, determined
as lower betweenness centrality in co-authorship networks. These
results suggest that while diverse AI institutions are more influential, the individuals contributing to the increased diversity are
marginalized in the AI field. We discuss these results in the context
of current events with important societal implications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) research plays an increasingly important
role in society, impacting key aspects of human life. From face
recognition algorithms aiding national security in airports [15], to
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risk assessment systems that advise judges in criminal cases [46]
and medical staff in healthcare [59], research in artificial intelligence is shaping critical facets of our experience in the world. At
first, this widespread deployment of AI was positively embraced,
given classical depictions of artificial intelligence systems as autonomous, rational, and intelligent problem solvers [64]. Recently,
however, there has been a surge of interest in questioning the assumptions, decisions, performance, and motivations underlying
such algorithms that have rapidly infiltrated our everyday lives
[10, 16, 24, 25, 58, 60].
This growing interest was partly fueled by the numerous cases
of algorithmic oppression brought to light in recent years [58].
Notable examples are Facebook’s job advertisement algorithm targeting users based on their gender, race, and religion, that was
found to disproportionately suggest stereotypically feminine jobs
(e.g., nurse, secretary) to women and stereotypically masculine
jobs (e.g., janitor, taxi driver) to men and members of racial minorities, thus further propagating sexist and racist tendencies in
the labor market [1]. Similarly, Amazon’s recruitment algorithm
programmed to automate preexisting hiring practices was found to
discriminate against women applicants [27]. In the criminal justice
system, algorithms used to predict criminal reoffense were found
to disproportionately attribute higher risks to Black defendants and
lower risks to white defendants [46]. In the healthcare industry,
algorithms used in US hospitals to decide healthcare allocation
were found to systematically assign a lower standard of care to
Black patients [59]. Consequently, it has been argued that instead
of autonomous and rational, artificial intelligence algorithms are
actually “a registry of power” designed to serve existing dominant
interests [25]. Indeed, previous research has shown how technology
can encode political values [78], facilitating biases in the automated
machinery affecting us all. Such instances of societal bias making
their way into AI systems have turned scholars’ attention to the
broader socio-technical context in which AI systems are designed
and deployed, including the humans responsible for designing,
training, and monitoring these AI systems. In line with the feminist
standpoint theory [4, 29, 35, 36], recently published books such as
Noble’s Algorithms of Oppression [58] and Crawford’s The Atlas
of AI [25] urge the questioning of widely deployed algorithms, to
understand the implications of “what is being optimized, and for
whom, and who gets to decide”, as well as for whom are algorithms
such as Google Search offering “the best information”. Similarly, it
has been suggested that characteristics of Silicon Valley’s programmers (i.e., “even younger, more masculine and more fully committed
to working all hours”) are mirrored in the algorithms they produce,
with profound implications for many people [73].
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Building on this body of work, here we examine the question
of which individuals and what organizations are influential in AI
community through the lens of social network analysis. Specifically, we assess the role of network topology, gender diversity, and
interdisciplinarity in AI co-authorship networks. To this end, we
are employing social network analysis, a well established tool for
mapping the structural composition (e.g., network topology) of a
community. Understanding the organizational structure of a social
network has been shown to be instrumental in identifying the relative influence of each individual within the community [41, 74] and
predicting the spread of memories [23, 54], practices [22], and behaviors [19] through the community. As any other complex system,
social networks are usually analyzed in the framework of graph
theory, as graphs are used to represent the connections between
members of a social network [67]. In this context, each member is
represented by a node (or a vertex), and each connection between
two nodes is represented by an edge. The main properties of social
networks have been identified as the degree of centrality [13, 33],
hierarchy [12], clustering [47], as well as the diversity of its members
[82]. We next review these properties, beginning with centrality.
Centrality is a property of a node in a network, originally introduced to quantify efficiency of problem solving and perception
of leadership in human networks [6, 48]. One of the most widely
used centrality metrics is eigenvector centrality [13], a measure of
how many “influential” nodes one is connected to, computed as
the weighted sum of both direct and indirect connections of every
length, thus taking into account the entire pattern in the network.
Another important centrality measure is betweenness centrality [33],
which indicates how often a person is positioned on the shortest
path, or a “geodesic”, between other pairs of people in the network. Intuitively, betweenness centrality captures how often an
author acts as a bridge connecting otherwise distant (or even disconnected) members of the network, such as their own co-authors
who are not each other’s co-author themselves. Because of this
bridging property, a person with high betweenness is the most able
to control the flow of information through the network, which is
why betweenness has been suggested to signify power [17, 49].
Moreover, betweenness centrality (but not eigenvector centrality,
see [61]) has been shown to significantly predict the publication
rates of computer science faculty members at a major US university [38]. Motivated by these observations, we will use betweenness
centrality as a proxy for influence in the AI community.
Another network property capturing fundamental features of its
structure and dynamics is the degree of hierarchy. Most commercial
companies and government agencies have a hierarchical topology.
Hierarchical structures are known for their slow information flow
but strong authority connections [52]. In organizations, hierarchical
structures have been found to create power imbalances, decrease
team members’ identification with the team [76], and impact collective performance [12, 34]. Here, we are interested in whether the
hierarchical patterns of communication in AI collaborations predict
influence (i.e., betweenness centrality) in the AI community.
Another property of network structures that predicts their spread
of information and influence throughout the community is network
clustering. Network clustering refers to the degree to which the
network is arranged into distinctive, densely connected “cliques”
or “clumps” [47]. Network clustering can be quantified with the
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network clustering coefficient, which is the probability that any two
nodes connected to the same node are themselves linked [75]. This
property of a network has significant implications for the speed
and degree of spread of social influence through the network, such
that influence spreads faster and farther through more clustered
communities compared to less clustered communities [19]. Here,
we are therefore interested whether the degree of clustering of AI
organizations also predicts their influence in the AI community.
The final network structure property of interest is the diversity of the members of the network. Diversity refers to differences
between individuals on any attributes (e.g., demographic characteristics) that may lead to the perception that another person is
different from the self [69, 71]. The lack of gender and race diversity
in the AI sector has been identified as a factor contributing to the
rise of AI systems that replicate societal inequities and that offer
poor service to marginalized populations [32, 40, 77]. Diversity also
plays an important role in organizational network structures, as
increased diversity in organizations has been found to improve decision making through increased creativity and innovation [3, 28, 53].
A recent study assessing the role of diversity in the context of
higher academia showed the value of diverse editors in curating
law reviews. The authors examined the main law reviews of the 20
most prestigious law schools aggregating data from 60 years, and
found that issues published by diverse editors were 23% more cited
than their counterparts [21]. Similarly, another recent study found
that increased gender diversity on banks’ boards reduces the frequency of misconduct incidents [2]. Conversely, other studies have
found that diversity of both race and gender negatively impacts
team performance [8]. However, a meta-analysis including results
from 140 studies concluded that female board representation was
positively associated with firms’ financial performance [62]. Therefore, we are interested in uncovering both the role of diversity in AI
organizations, and the relative influence of researchers contributing
to diversity. As a crude first step in our inquiry into the role of diversity in AI, here, we focus our analysis on gender diversity, and in
particular on the representation of women (or, more precisely, the
researchers with feminine first names). We acknowledge that this
approach has substantial limitations in that it omits other forms
of gender identity and other axes of human experience that intersect with gender like race, ethnicity, or educational background.
In the discussion section, we highlight how the incorporation of
these additional dimensions would advance this body of research.
We do not wish to reify binary gender, nor perpetuate the narrow
conception of diversity as the issue of ‘’women in tech”, which is
likely to privilege white women [77].
Lastly, interdisciplinarity has always been a critical dimension
in AI research since its early days [63], and remains crucial today
given its potential to make AI more accessible, inclusive, and trustworthy [44]. More broadly, interdisciplinarity has been shown to
meaningfully contribute to one’s influence in the scientific community. For instance, interdisciplinary publications have been found to
achieve more citations [20]. Similarly, an analysis of 17.9 million research articles spanning all scientific fields found that papers using
unusual combinations of knowledge are twice as likely to be highly
cited [70]. Moreover, prior work has found a strong association
between interdisciplinarity in scientific journals and betweenness
centrality [50]. Therefore, here, we are also interested in exploring
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whether more interdisciplinary AI research organizations are more
influential in the AI community.
Hypotheses. We first hypothesize that an author’s influence in
the AI community, quantified as their betweenness centrality in coauthorship networks (i.e., how often an author is on the shortest
path connecting any pair of authors), is predicted by properties of
the structure of the author’s organization, namely network topology (e.g., degree of hierarchy, clustering), gender diversity, and
interdisciplinarity. Our second hypothesis is that women would
have less influence (i.e., lower betweenness centrality) in the AI
community.

2

METHODS

All data and analyses can be found at https://github.com/mvlasceanu/
AI_coauthorship_network.
For our analysis, we constructed a dataset from publication metadata at a major AI conference (NeurIPS) and two major conferences that specifically focus on societal impacts of AI (FAccT and
AIES). Our choices were driven by the following criteria: (1) include venues that publish highly cited papers in AI, as a proxy
for prestige (NeurIPS is among top three AI conferences along a
number of citation metrics); (2) include venues with an interdisciplinary focus, to improve the representativeness of our data in
terms of interdisciplinarity (FAccT and AIES explicitly encourage
interdisciplinary participation and have interdisciplinary organization committees); (3) include venues with available metadata, as
a necessary constraint for our analysis.
We scraped 5 years (2015–2019) of NeurIPS proceedings metadata using custom Python scripts accessing the conference website.
NeurIPS stopped publishing proceedings metadata in 2020, which
is why our data stops at 2019. We scraped 2 years (2019, 2020) of
FAccT and 3 years (2018–2020) of AIES proceedings metadata using
CrossREF’s open source API [45]. These were the only years for
which the conferences published their metadata online. In total, we
collected information comprising 14,849 author–publication pairs.
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proceedings that we scraped. Using the connectivity network, we
computed the clustering and hierarchical coefficients, which are
graph measures frequently used in network science to describe
the properties of a group of interconnected nodes, in our case researchers. The clustering coefficient C̄ of a network G quantifies
the degree to which nodes in G tend to cluster together [75]:
1 Õ # of edges in G(Ni )
,
(1)
C̄ =
|Ni | 
|N |
i ∈N

2

where N is the set of nodes of G, Ni is the set of neighbors of node
i, and G(Ni ) is the subnetwork of G induced by Ni . This graph
measure, alongside others, is illustrated in Table 1.
The hierarchical coefficient captures the degree of hierarchy in
a complex network [55]. It is defined as
Õ
1
1
HierCoeff =
,
(2)

|N |
d(i, j)
2

i, j ∈N:
0<d (i, j)<∞

where N is the set of nodes of G as before, and d(i, j) is the length
of the shortest path from i to j. In studying this graph property, we
conceptualize the analyzed network as only a sample of a larger
underlying network. Accordingly, it is natural to expect that a sample of a hierarchical organization will be characterized by many
disconnected components (because hierarchical networks are characterized by few lateral connections). This intuition is reflected in
our illustration of a large hierarchical coefficient in Table 1.
Centrality metrics. Centrality metrics are operationalized using
the co-authorship graph inferred from the scraped publications
(Figure 2). Using the adjacency matrix of the co-authorship graph,
we calculated the betweenness centrality and the eigenvector centrality of each author. Betweenness centrality indicates the extent to
which a node (in our case a researcher) is positioned on the shortest
path (“geodesic”) between other pairs of nodes in the network [33]:
Õ
σ jk (i)
,
(3)
BetCentrality(i) =
σ jk
j,k ∈N\{i }

Organizations. We used authors’ emails to infer their organizational affiliations. In doing so, we mapped different departments
within an organization (e.g., @cs.berkeley.edu and @ee.berkeley.edu)
to the same organization (e.g., berkeley). We manually cross-referenced
this procedure to ensure high accuracy. Using this procedure, we
identified the organizational affiliation of 91.4% of the authors in
the dataset. Moreover, we used authors’ email domains to classify
whether they are part of an academic versus an industry organization. To differentiate academic from industry organizations we used
the domains in researchers’ emails, such that “.edu” or “.ac” domains
were labeled as academic, and “.ai” or “.com” were labeled as industry. We identified unique authors by concatenating first names, last
names, and organizations and assigned each such unique person an
individualized id. Using this procedure, we identified 9,987 unique
authors in 149 organizations (see Figure 1).
Organizational structure. Organizational structure is operationalized as the network connectivity among the members of an organization (examples of organizations include Google, Stanford
University, or MIT). A pair of authors (nodes) is connected by an
edge if they have co-authored any publication in the conference

where σ jk is the total number of shortest paths from node j to node
k and σ jk (i) is the number of those paths that pass through i. (See
Table 1 for an illustration of nodes with high and low betweenness
centrality.)
Eigenvector centrality assesses whether a node is connected to
“influential” nodes in the network, and this in turn quantifies how
“influential” the node itself is [13]. The relative influence scores
x i , which are referred to as the eigenvector centrality scores, are
assigned to each node such that, for a suitable constant λ > 0,
1 Õ
1 Õ
EigCentrality(i) = x i =
xj =
ai j x j ,
(4)
λ
λ
j ∈Ni

j ∈N

where ai j are entries of the adjacency matrix, equal to 1 if the node
i is connected with node j and zero otherwise. The values x i , can be
seen to form an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix. Among all the
eigenvectors, eigenvector centrality uses the unique eigenvector
with non-negative values (which is the eigenvector associated with
the top eigenvalue).
Centrality measures of an organization are obtained by taking
an average centrality of all its nodes (authors).
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Figure 1: Panel A: Histogram of the number of authors of the organizations in the dataset (organizations with published papers
in NeurIPS 2015–2019, FAccT 2019–2020, and AIES 2018–2020). Panel B: Top 15 most represented organizations in the dataset.
Table 1: Illustration of graph measures. The clustering coefficient measures the degree to which nodes in a graph tend to
cluster together. The hierarchical coefficient captures the degree of hierarchy in a complex network. Betweenness centrality
indicates the extent to which a node is positioned on the shortest path (“geodesic”) between other pairs of nodes in the
network. Eigenvector centrality is the weighted sum of direct and indirect connections of every length, thus taking into
account the entire pattern in the network.
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Figure 2: Co-authorship connectivity graph. Only showing the connectivity graph of the top 15 organizations according to the
number of authors with published papers in NeurIPS 2015–2019, FAccT 2019–2020, and AIES 2018–2020, omitting connected
components with fewer than 20 nodes.
Gender diversity. Gender diversity of an organization is operationalized as the fraction of the number of researchers with traditionally feminine first names out of the researchers with either
traditionally feminine or traditionally masculine first names. Thus,
an organization where all members have traditionally masculine
first names (or the names that are neither traditionally masculine
or feminine) has the smallest score 0, whereas the organization
where all members have traditionally feminine first names (or the
names that are neither traditionally masculine or feminine) has
the largest score 1. Note that in the latter case, the organization
itself might not be gender diverse, but, since the AI field skews
heavily towards men, we expect that such organizations would
contribute to an increase of gender diversity of the field. Therefore,
we use this one-sided operationalization (this only affects 4 out of
149 organizations in our data, whose gender diversity values are
greater than 0.5).
In order to label author names, we used the publicly available
dataset provided as part of the Gender Guesser Python package1 .
The dataset comprises over 45,000 names with labels “neutral”,
“male”, “female”, “mostly male”, or “mostly female” provided, and
manually checked, by native speakers from various countries [65].
According to this collection, 47.28% of author names were labeled
as “male”, 2.84% as “mostly male”, 7.12% as “female”, 0.88% “mostly
female”, 8.23% “neutral”, and 33.65% as “unknown” (not listed in the
dataset). In our analyses, gender diversity is calculated as the ratio
1 https://raw.githubusercontent.com/lead-ratings/gender-guesser/master/gender_

guesser/data/nam_dict.txt

of the authors whose first names were labeled as “female” to the
authors whose first names were labeled as either “male” or “female”,
so first names without a binarized gendered perception are treated
as “unknown”.
In the discussion section, we discuss limitations of this method,
such as focus on just one type of minorized gender identity, uneven
coverage across author nationalities and ethnicities, and reliance
on an automated tool rather than self-identification.

Interdisciplinarity. To infer organizational interdisciplinarity, we
clustered the paper titles using the clustering approach of Yin and
Wang [80], developed for clustering of short texts (like titles). The
approach is based on the probabilistic mixture model of Nigam
et al. [57], which posits that each title belongs to one of the clusters,
referred to as topics, described by a separate distribution over the
words in vocabulary. After assigning each paper to one of the
topics, we calculated the interdisciplinarity of each author as the
entropy of the author’s topic distribution. The interdisciplinarity of
an organization is then calculated as the average interdisciplinarity
of its authors. Thus, an organization with authors publishing in
multiple topics has a higher interdisciplinarity than an organization
where most authors publish on a single topic.

Organizational size. The organizational size is operationally defined as the number of authors from that organization in our dataset.
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Table 2: Hypothesis 1—Results. Coefficients of linear regression models fitted on all organizations, as well as on subsets of large
and small organizations. Betweenness centrality is predicted as a function of interdisciplinarity, gender diversity, degree of
hierarchy, and degree of clustering, while controlling for the organization size.
Model coefficients (β)
Explanatory variable
Interdisciplinarity
Gender diversity
Hierarchy
Clustering
Log of org. size

All organizations
0.54∗∗
0.16∗
0.18∗
-0.15∗
0.15

(p
(p
(p
(p

< 0.001)
= 0.007)
= 0.017)
= 0.034)

(p = 0.066)

3 RESULTS
3.1 Hypothesis 1: Predictors of AI
Organization’s Influence
Our first hypothesis was that influence of an organization in the AI
community (i.e., betweenness centrality in co-authorship networks)
is predicted by organizational structure, measured as the organization’s network topology (e.g., degree of hierarchy, clustering),
gender diversity, and interdisciplinarity.
We fitted a linear model with the average betweenness centrality
of organizations as the response variable, and gender diversity, interdisciplinarity, hierarchical coefficient, and clustering coefficient
as explanatory variables, while also controlling for organizational
size by including the log transformation of the organizational size
as an additional regressor. We used the log transformation, because
it showed a higher correlation with response than raw organization
size (ρ = 0.43 versus ρ = 0.38) and was therefore deemed more
suitable for linear modeling. All the regressors as well as the response variable were standardized to allow relative comparisons of
regression coefficients.
The resulting regression coefficients are shown in Table 2 (in
the “All organizations” column). The model has R 2 = 0.50, so it
explains half of the observed variance in the response variable,
and, as the table shows, all of the explanatory variables of interest
are significant: interdisciplinarity with the coefficient β = 0.54
(SE = 0.03, p < 0.001), gender diversity with β = 0.16 (SE =
0.06, p = 0.007), hierarchy with β = 0.18 (SE = 0.08, p = 0.017),
clustering with β = −0.15 (SE = 0.07, p = 0.066). Thus, we found
that organizations with central authors are more interdisciplinary,
more gender diverse, more hierarchical, and less clustered.
For comparison, we also fitted a linear model with the same regressors, but this time predicting the average eigenvector centrality
of organizations. The resulting model fitted the data very poorly
(R 2 = 0.03) and none of the explanatory variables significantly
predicted the response.
Returning back to the linear model of betweenness centrality,
we diagnosed the assumptions underlying linear modeling by constructing CCPR (component and component-plus-residual) plots.
These plots show, for each explanatory variable, how the response
(with the predictions of all other variables subtracted) varies with
that explanatory variable (see Figure 3, top row). Evenly distributed

Large organizations
0.50∗∗
0.32∗∗
0.30∗
-0.30∗
0.32∗

Small organizations

< 0.001)
= 0.001)
= 0.007)
= 0.018)

0.55∗∗
0.08
0.12
-0.09

(p = 0.003)

0.27

(p
(p
(p
(p

(p
(p
(p
(p

< 0.001)
= 0.337)
= 0.261)
= 0.339)

(p = 0.431)

errors and linear relationship would suggests that the linear modeling approach is appropriate. In our plots, the linear relationship
seems approximately justified, but the distribution of errors is somewhat uneven. This means that the magnitudes of coefficients β
should be interpreted with caution, perhaps with the exception of
the coefficient for interdisciplinarity, which appears most robust.
The CCPR plots in particular show that prediction errors are
larger for smaller organizations. This is perhaps not surprising,
since our explanatory variables are obtained by averaging over the
authors in the organization, and so their values have higher variance
for smaller organizations. To compensate for the different levels of
errors between large and small organizations, and to simultaneously
check the robustness of our findings, we therefore refitted our
model separately on large organizations (those with size equal or
greater than the median size, which is 25 in our case) and small
organizations (those with the size smaller than median).
The resulting regression coefficients are shown in Table 2. As we
see, the model fitted on large organizations has similar properties
as the overall model, but the overall fit is better: the model has
R 2 = 0.59, so it explains 59% of the variance in the response variable.
As before, all of the explanatory variables of interest are significant,
and their effects are generally more pronounced: interdisciplinarity
has the coefficient β = 0.50 (SE = 0.11, p < 0.001), gender diversity
β = 0.32 (SE = 0.09, p = 0.001), hierarchy β = 0.30 (SE = 0.11,
p = 0.007), and clustering β = −0.30 (SE = 0.12, p = 0.018). Thus,
we found that large organizations with central authors are more
interdisciplinariy, more hierarchical, more gender diverse, and less
clustered. Also looking at the CCPR plots (Figure 3, middle row),
we see that some of the issues with the uneven error distribution
are alleviated.
In contrast, when running the same model for small organizations, we found that only interdisciplinarity (β = 0.55, SE = 0.12,
p < 0.001) is a significant predictor of betweenness centrality
(Table 2), and the fit is generally worse (R 2 = 0.42). This is also
illustrated in the CCPR plots (Figure 3, bottom row) that show only
weak dependence between the other explanatory variables and the
response.
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Model fitted on small organizations (n = 74):
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Figure 3: CCPR plots for the linear regression fit of the betweenness centrality (response variable) as a function of interdisciplinarity, gender diversity, hierarchical coefficient, clustering coefficient, and log organization size (explanatory variables).
The y-axis shows the residual of the linear regression model without the coefficient for the variable that varies on the x-axis.
The explanatory variables as well as the response are standardized.

3.2

Hypothesis 2: Women Yield Less Influence
in AI Community

Our second hypothesis was that women have lower betweenness
centrality in AI co-authorship networks. We confirm this hypothesis
and observe that authors with traditionally masculine first names
have higher betweenness centrality than authors with traditionally
feminine first names, with a highly significant difference between
average betweenness of the two cohorts: difference = 0.086, SE =
0.014, p < 0.001 (using t-test; Figure 4). Note that this difference is
not significant for eigenvector centrality (p = 0.238; see Figure 4).

4

DISCUSSION

Summary. In our investigation of the structure of AI researcher
organizations using co-authorship networks, we hypothesized that
influence in the AI community is predicted by the network topology,
gender diversity, and interdisciplinarity of AI organizations. We
found that influential AI organizations (i.e., organizations with high

betweenness centrality authors) are more hierarchical, more gender
diverse, and less clustered, when controlling for the size of the
organizations. Moreover, we found that authors with traditionally
feminine names remain less central in AI co-authorship networks,
even though having more such authors is correlated with higher
centrality of a given AI organization. These results suggest that
while diverse AI institutions are more influential, the individuals
contributing to the increased diversity are marginalized in the AI
field.
Implications. The finding that gender diversity is associated with
higher centrality is consistent with previous research suggesting
that workforce diversity is essential for sustained competitive advantage as it increases creativity and innovation [5]. This result
is also consistent with previous work identifying the positive role
of diversity in academia and higher education [18, 21] and in the
financial sector [2, 62]. Such evidence has profound implications
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Figure 4: Hypothesis 2—Results. Centrality metrics (eigenvector centrality in the left panel, betweenness centrality
in the right panel) of authors with traditionally masculine
names (“male”; red) and traditionally feminine names (“female”; blue).

across various domains, a noteworthy one being the higher education landscape in the United States. In this context such findings
provide empirical evidence relevant, for instance, in the current
Supreme Court case deliberating the benefits of diversity in higher
academia [51].
Also aligning with prior work, the result that diverse individuals
are marginalized in artificial intelligence collaborations is consistent with research reporting structural and social inequities in
scientific publications. For instance, men are found to be preferentially cited in academic journals, more than would be expected if
gender were not a factor in citation choices [30], and in AI field,
women authors are found to receive lower scores, have lower acceptance rates, and gather fewer citations than men [68]. The fact
that women are consistently marginalized broadly in the scientific
sphere but also specifically in the AI field is highly concerning,
given overwhelming amounts of empirical evidence showing that
gender diversity in teams decreases misconduct [2] and increases
collective performance [7, 79], especially in scientific research [56].
Beyond optimizing team performance, increasing gender diversity,
or, more broadly, participation of marginalized groups in AI field is
a crucial step towards AI systems that do not perpetuate existing
patterns of societal injustice [11, 29, 32, 40, 42, 77].
Also in line with our hypotheses, we find that organizations
with high betweenness centrality authors in AI co-authorship networks tend to be more interdisciplinary. This result aligns with
prior work showing that betweenness centrality is an indicator of
interdisciplinarity in scientific journals [50], and that interdisciplinary publications achieve more citations [20]. Our finding also
provides additional support for the notion that interdisciplinarity
constitutes a critical dimension in AI research. Other researchers
have noted that interdisciplinary is critical in AI, especially when
achieved by integrating ethics principles in machine learning [44].
Indeed, a growing number of scholars are urging researchers, especially those in the AI field, to incorporate such principles into
their work and to assume responsibility for the outcomes of their
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research, rather than writing them off as beyond the scope of their
work [9, 37]
The result that organizations with high betweenness centrality
authors tend to have more hierarchical patterns of collaboration
is not surprising since most commercial companies and government agencies favor a hierarchical topology. Hierarchical structures
are known for their strong authority connections [52], which, in
the case of scientific collaborations in AI, translates into an aggregation of power in the form of centrality in the field. However,
contrary to prior research showing that social influence spreads
faster and farther through more clustered communities [19], here,
we found that organizations with high betweenness centrality authors tend to be less clustered. Future research further exploring
the causal connection between network clustering and centrality
metrics could provide additional insight into these apparently contradictory results. For instance, future experimental work could
programmatically manipulate the degree of clustering of a community [23, 72] to observe the causal impact clustering might have on
the collective influence of a group. Such an investigation could shed
light on organizational structures needed to achieve high centrality
in one’s community.
Limitations and future directions. First, our research relies entirely on correlational analyses, which, while informative in exploring associations between variables such as organizational topologies, diversity, and interdisciplinarity, cannot speak to the causal
direction of these uncovered relationships. Future experimental
work is needed to understand the causal mechanisms behind these
connections.
Moreover, the organizational network structure mapped here
using machine learning conference proceedings makes the assumption that co-authorship links capture collaborations. However, this
method does not capture the directionality of these connections
(e.g., the power relationships between authors), because the undirected graph formalism assumes symmetrical connections. Future
work could increase the complexity of our model by using richer author attributes, such as author order, which author is corresponding,
organizational reporting relationships (e.g., manager, full professor),
or citation counts.
Furthermore, here, we use betweenness centrality in a co-authorship
network of AI publications as a proxy for influence in the AI community. While our operationalization of influence is not the most
frequently used measure of determining impact in the research community [14], we chose it over citation-based operationalizations
such as the h-index [39], the g-index [31] or the hm-index [66],
which have been criticized for being associated with researcher
attributes such as gender [26, 81], an imbalance that has been
increasing over time [30]. Nevertheless, even though less popular than citation-based metrics, betweenness centrality has been
used in prior work to capture influence or power in a community
[17, 38, 49, 61],
Also, in this study, we explore the correlates of binarized gender
diversity in AI organizations based on an automated tool (namely,
Gender Guesser). We acknowledge shortcomings of this approach,
such as relying on outside labels rather than self-identification,
uneven coverage of different nationalities and ethnicities, and reducing the wide range of gender expression and gender identity
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to only one type of minorized gender identity. All of these have
been condemned for silencing the voices of the marginalized people
with rich intersectional identities and in particular those who fall
outside the gender binary [43]. We fully agree with this sentiment,
and our approach was merely a first crude step towards assessing
the role of gender diversity in influential AI organizations, which
we are interested in incrementally improving with the use of metrics that are based on self-identification, and by adding additional
intersectional dimensions contributing to diversity, such as ethnicity, race, and educational backgrounds. Adding these dimensions
would greatly benefit this field of study, and would add to previous research showing for instance that more innovative teams are
composed of members with diverse educational and occupational
backgrounds [8].
Finally, here, we restricted our analyses to only a few AI conference proceedings (NeurIPS, FAccT, AIES), given practical limitations such as available metadata. This investigation could however
be extended to include additional AI conferences such as ICLR
(International Conference on Learning Representations) or ICML
(International Conference on Machine Learning), for a more complete and representative co-authorship network of AI researchers.
While acknowledging these limitations, we believe our work
meaningfully contributes to ongoing debates regarding the role of
diversity in organizations [51], and to emerging efforts to encourage
AI organizations to incorporate ethics principles into their agendas
[25]. We have shown that influential AI organizations are more interdisciplinary, have a greater fraction of women, and are also more
hierarchical and less clustered, but that despite the significant value
diversity adds to AI organizations, the individuals contributing to
the increased diversity are marginalized in the field. These findings
may, for instance, provide an additional incentive to individuals in
positions of power to take steps towards reducing organizational
gender imbalances, and encouraging the incorporation of ethics in
AI research.
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